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Miranda Stevens decides being a teenager and in junior high school is complicated. Her best

friend's seventeen-year-old cousin comes to live with Laurieâ€”and to break up her friendship with

Miranda. A new boy in school wants all of Miranda's attention when she would rather be riding

horses with Christopher. But Chris is spending his time with Jody, the new girl in their class.

Miranda much prefers the world of horses. But that gets complicated, too, when she is only

half-ownerâ€”and not the controlling halfâ€”of Starlight, the fastest race horse in the country. She

can't keep Mr. Taylor from taking him to races, but when he takes Starlight to a sale, along with his

other top racing stock, Miranda feels completely betrayed. If he sells Starlight, she will never forgive

him. When Mr. Taylor returns, however, he is as surprised and baffled by Starlight's disappearance

as she is. All they can think is that someone has stolen him and that their chances of finding him are

not good.In this book about an expanding family of people and horses. It chronicles birth and death,

friendships lost and won, heartache and triumph as Miranda'sâ€”and Starlight'sâ€”loyalty and

devotion to friends and to each other are tested.
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I bought the series for my grand daughters. Their mother read a chapter a night to them and they

and being horse mad, they loved the series. They were 8 and 9 and the reading was a highlight of

their day.

great for pre teen girls!

Miranda Stevens turns thirteen, but her life does not slow down at all. If anything, it speeds up and

gets more complicated. Miranda did not realize that two guys are attracted to her. Her thoughts are

mainly on her horse, Starlight, and those closest to her. Miranda's mom is due to deliver another

baby, Margot dreams of being adopted by the Stevens and feels unwanted, and there are two new

kids at school.Laurie's cousin, Rose Marie, comes to live with Laurie's family for awhile. Rose Marie

is seventeen. She is always in trouble, wears dark make up, smokes, and hangs out with a bad

crowd. Envious and jealous of Miranda, Rose Marie begins turning all the kids against Miranda,

including her closest. No one seems to like Miranda anymore ... and then Starlight disappears!*****

This is an excellent ending to the series. Throughout the books, Miranda has grown up and

matured, making complicated decisions as she went. She shows that no matter how bad things

become, one must do the right thing and hope for the best. Eventually, events will come together.In

my opinion, this series will attract more than just the girls who love horses. Miranda is a great role

model. She is so realistic that kids cannot help but relate to Miranda and her problems. At the same

time, readers can follow Miranda during all her adventures. Outstanding! *****Reviewed by Detra

Fitch of Huntress Reviews.

Janet Muirhead Hill, author of "Starlight Comes Home," is a wonderful writer of children's books.

She shows it through her characters. She not only brings Miranda, Chris, Laurie, and especially,

Starlight, to life, she also fills each chapter with action and suspense. Janet Muirhead Hill deserves

a thumbs up, plus a high five, for the hard work that has been put into this heart-felt book. Not only

is "Starlight Comes Home" an awesome page turner, but it is also a very enjoyable read. Excitement

jumped from every page. "Starlight Comes Home" is recommended for all teenagers. --Wanda

Maynard, Sime~Gen.com reviewer
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